
Week 4th May 

 

This week, the novel has been uploaded on a separate document which will be uploaded 

alongside this one. Thank you so much for all your support so far and hope you continue to 

enjoy Room 13.  Miss Birrell, Miss Hooson and Miss Millar.  

 

Day 11 

 

 In your yellow book, write the long date and title Day Eleven.  

 Read Chapter Seven and answer the following questions into your book. Answer in full 

sentences.  

 

1. What time the children gather outside of the hotel? 

2. What staff member was in charge of Fliss’ group? 

3. A harpoon is mentioned on page 37 of seven of the book. Look up what a harpoon is, 

write down the definition and then, write it in your own sentence in your book.  

4. Why do Fliss and Lisa need to find flat pebbles? 

5. Why do you think Robert Swindell’s makes Lisa repeat the word dead on page 38? 

 Mark your answers.  

Task Two  

 

In the story, the children have no idea who Captain Cook is (they even mistake him for a 

pirate!) Your task is to create a fact file for Captain Cook for Mrs Evans to hand out as soon 

as they arrive back at the Crow’s Nest hotel. Use the internet to research this. Below is an 

idea of a structure to use and some websites to help you.   



 

 

https://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/captain_james_cook.php 

https://kids.kiddle.co/James_Cook 

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/history/general-history/captain-cook/ 

https://primaryfacts.com/3277/captain-james-cook-facts-and-information/ 

 

Answers  

1. 3pm  

2. Mrs Evans 

3. A harpoon is a long spear-like instrument that was used by fisherman to catch larger 

marine animals.  

Any sentence that has harpoon in the correct context (get an adult to check this for you.) 

4. For skimming. 

5. Robert Swindell’s repeats dead to firstly, get Lisa’s point across how bored she is so 

she repeats it. It also adds to the atmosphere and starts to build up suspense as she 

keeps repeating the word dead.  

https://www.ducksters.com/biography/explorers/captain_james_cook.php
https://kids.kiddle.co/James_Cook
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/history/general-history/captain-cook/
https://primaryfacts.com/3277/captain-james-cook-facts-and-information/


Day 12 

 In your yellow book, write the long date and title Day Twelve.  

 Read Chapter 8.  

 Can you write down the key events/points that happened in Chapter Eight in a bullet 

pointed list, there should be no more than 8 points.  

Task One 

Unfortunately, one of your friends has went to complete Day 12’s work and Room 13 

Chapter 8 will not load onto their computer- Doh! Your task is to look at your 8 bullet 

points and summarise the chapter in 3 sentences so that your friend knows exactly what 

has happened in the chapter. This will be tricky, but think carefully about what you need 

to tell them about the chapter- take into consideration what the main plot/storyline of 

the novel is. Good luck.  

 Read Chapter 9  

 Write any phrases or words you want to magpie (steal) in the back of your 

book in your inspiration station.  

Task Two  

List five things that Robert Swindell’s does to build up suspense in Chapter 9 and include why 

you think this.  

 

For example, I might start the list with: 

 

Robert Swindell’s starts to build up suspense by writing that Fliss was the 

only person awake and all of the others are fast asleep. This makes Fliss 

more vulnerable as she is alone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Day Thirteen (spooky!) 

 

 In your yellow book, write the long date and title Day Thirteen.  

 Read Chapter 10  

Task One  

As you have read in today’s Chapter the children visit another town near Whitby called 

Staithes and the children walk to Runswick Bay. Just in case the children get lost, Mr 

Hepworth gives all of the children a map of the coast. Your task is to look up the Whitby 

coast and create a map for the children to be able to look at and know where all the 

coastal towns near Whitby are placed. Here is my example of a coast in the North East 

(my hometown South Shields!) so that you have an example. Otherwise, I would have told 

you the answers.  If you have colours, make sure you colour your map and use Capital 

letters for the places, the sea and rivers (if you can see any.) Send your map to the Year 

Six email – we would love to see it.  

 

 

 



Task Two  

As we are now ten chapters into the story, we are going to think about the different 

settings within each chapter. Split your page into ten boxes- 5 along each row. Look back 

at each chapter and chose one setting in that chapter that is described well (or paints a 

picture in your mind.) Draw a setting for each chapter in each box. Write below each 

picture what the setting is and what happens in this setting- it should only one or two 

sentences. 

Remember don’t rush this and make sure you draw your setting carefully and make it look 

as if it has jumped out of the pages of the book!  

We can’t wait to see them – email them to us.   

 

Day 14  

  In your yellow book, write the long date and title Day Fourteen.  

 Read Chapter 11.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M7klMYV2uw#action=share 

 

Task One  

On page 54, before the story begins to take a more mysterious turn, there is short 

description of the sunset over the sea as the children walk the Cleveland Way. Watch the 

video above, from 1 minute 11 seconds. This is the actual setting of the novel. With the novel 

and video as inspiration, re-write Robert Swindell’s description of the sun setting over the 

sea. In it can you include: 

1) Sight (sea, sand, other children) 

2) Sound (birds, wind, waves)  

3) Feel (the sea breeze)  

4) Smell (fresh grass, the sea salt/air)  

5) Touch (pick up a flower/ shell)  

 

The brackets are just some ideas for you! If you get stuck there is lots of you tube videos 

and pictures on google images of Whitby/ Staithes and Robin Hood’s Bay to help you too.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5M7klMYV2uw#action=share


It only needs to be a paragraph long and must be in third person (like the story). E.g.: Fliss 

watched… Lisa heard 

**Top teacher tip** 

Remember to use show not tell. Showing the reader what you mean, not telling. For example,  

What sounds better…  

1) Fliss watched the sea in front of her. (this is telling) 

2) Fliss thoughtfully watched as the lapping white waves reached the shore: covering the 

sand beneath it. (showing)  

Please send your descriptions to the Year Six email to us to make us smile, we cannot wait to 

see them!   

Day 15  

 In your yellow book, write the long date and title Day Fifteen.  

Task One  

The CCTV cameras have caught Ellie-May Sunderland out of her bed at night. Your task is to 

re-read Chapter ten and draw what would be seen when Ellie-May Sunderland was out of bed. 

Was she sleep walking? Where was she in the hotel for you to draw in the background? Is 

anyone peeking out of any of the doors? What was she wearing? The CCTV evidence should 

be drawn inside a TV screen shape taking up halve of the page. The CCTV is black and white, 

so make sure you shade it carefully and make sure 

everything is as it states in the book.   

To help you, here is a CCTV view of the reception of the 

hotel. CCTV stands for closed-circuit television. These 

are cameras that monitor and watch lots of things 

(traffic, 

shops,) in 

case 

something 

like an 

accident or 

break in 

occurs. 

Task Two  

Below your CCTV picture, write 

what you predict Ellie- May is 

doing? Where do you think she 

was going? How do you know this 

by your picture and the story? 

Explain your theory/answer. 

Remember with predication you 

can’t be wrong, as long as you 

have evidence from your picture 

the story to back up your ideas 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note for Year Six  

CCTV stands for closed-circuit television. These are cameras that monitor and watch lots of 

things (traffic, hotels, shops, houses) in case something like an accident or break in occurs. 

They are usually placed above, so they can look down onto somewhere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


